1.
Introduction A philosophical analysis of scientific theories often shows that the structure M described by the theory is not truly intended as a description of reality, but rather as a universal domain into which any structure which might correspond to reality can be represented by some homomorphic embedding. This is, for example, a view underlying the theory of Fundamental Measurement [6] . This situation raises logical questions: the implications of the theory for the experimenter are not so much the (first-order) theory Th (M) of the structure as the theory Th(R(M)) of all structures representable in the given structure. For Th(R(M)) contains the conditions which are necessary for representability in M, and which therefore ought to be tested before proceeding to assume such representability. Thus our problem is:
given M, find Th(R(M)).
The logical metatheory associated with this problem was first investi gated by Scott and Suppes [12] ; similarly motivated model-theoretic investi gations of special M have been carried out recently by Adams [1] and Nahrens [10] , The problem of describing the notion of representability in model-theoretic terms was dealt with by Scott and Suppes. For recent models of measurement, their description is insufficiently general; we have given a generalization which appears adequate in [7] . For the present paper, we will use a simpler, more concrete description: A structure is representable in M iff it is isomorphic to a substructure of M. The theory can be generalized, but the decisive features of the metatheory are most apparent in the present setting.
The metatheory given by Scott and Suppes consists of the application of the Los-Tarski Theorem, characterizing the universal part of the theory Th(R(M)), and the application to certain practical cases of Vaught's test
• for finite universal axiomatizability. We proceed to characterize the entire theory Th(R(M)), and to study the decision problem for this theory.
For any relational structure M, we denote the universe of M by |M|, and the class of all (isomorphic copies of) substructures of M by S(M).
We will consider exclusively the case where M is an infinite, purely relational structure, i.e. similarity types without any operation symbols.
The basic results generalize easily to other similarity types, but the more detailed analysis does not. (The purely relational similarity types are more natural in applications.) 2 .
Characterization and Reduction Theorems
The task of this section is to characterize Th(S( By the analysis of first-order quantification due to Skolem and Herbrand [5] there is, for any similarity type a and any first-order a-sentence x> a sequence <(|)|^: kGa)> of finite quantifier-free a-formulae with free variables from among <x.: jew>, the Herbrand expansion of x» describing J a canonical construction of a a-structure satisfying x (ii" one exists; otherwise {| )| is prepositionally inconsistent for some h Gw) as the union of an extension chain of finite a-structures. We relativize this test for satisfiability in pure first-order logic to S(M) by requiring that the construction be executed on M.
Theorem 2.1. Let a be a purely relational similarity type, and Q -()) a a-sentence, Q: quantifier prefix, (j) quantifier-free. Then there is an effective procedure e: w^w" (depending only on Q) such that for any
Proof. It is well known that for purely relational similarity type, the Herbrand expansion of -Q-(|) can be taken as^^9 where
here e is an effectively computable function as described in the statement.
Thus if M1= 3x^X2*•• then for some {m^G|M|, iGw}, M\ {m^.: iGo)} | = -Q-(J) and M\ imr. i Gw} GS(M) .
Conversely, if Ag S(M) and Af= -Q-(|) then A| = 3x^X2* ••^k Mh 3x^X2* ••^k" h Q-(t)^Mf= -3x^X2* • and the latter condition is equivalent to (***).
•
If the condition of (***) is a logical consequence of some first-order property of M, then = Q-4) holds in S(E) for every model E of Th(M), and hence ifj is a logical consequence of a universal sentence 0 G Th(M) (and conversely). In fact we can now be more precise:
Theorem 2.2. For any purely relational similarity type a, a-structure M, and first-order a-sentence ifj = Q-(l), the following are equivalent:
(i) r 0 li; for some universal sentence 0 G Th(M)
(ii) 3NGa): M Vx^---Vj^^j^-(()|^, where {})| is as specified in Theorem 2.1
Proof, (ii) =>• (i) trivially, as^^1" satisfies the condi tions on 0.
-(ii) =^-(i) by compactness: arbitrarily large partial models of -ip on M entail the existence of a countable sequence^1^2"' model E of Th(M) with (E,XiX2-*-) 1=^k' contradicting S(E) f= • Conditional results of the type of Thm 2.3 can obtained for somewhat more complicated quantifier prefix classes, now depending on properties of M.
For a precise formulation of these results we consider the Herbrand expan sions associated with the prefixes to be studied in a bit more detail than before. In considering whether S(M) 3xVy-(}) we consider attempts to con struct a substructure of M satisfying Vx3y(|). Such an attempt can be viewed as a process organized in stages: Let Xj^c |M| be the finite set of points accumulated by stage K G co. Stage K+1 is reached iff for any x from Xj^, there is a y from M such that M 4>(x,y), and is the set of all points in all these x and some choice of one y per x. The assertion that stage K+1 can be reached by using a sequence of solutions y, from a finite nonempty initial set Xq, is a conjunction of variable substi tution instances of (l>(x,y) (each of which was some under our earlier description), and we will define (| )| to be the negation of this conjunction.
In the following this convention will allow us to give bounds on the number of reachable stages in the process, rather than explicitly compute the bounds on the number of substitution instances of <{>.
Noting that for ()> quantifierfree, x of length I,
we obtain a description of counterexample construction processes for V3V sentences similar to the above, augmented by an initial step consisting of a choice of s G|m1^, and the requirement that Xq contains all elements of |M| involved in s. Then the KG od, are defined as above.
In the reduction theorems to be shown, we must consider the action of the automorphism group G of M. For any X, Gca, s G lM|^, we denote by Supplement. For 0 we can take Vx^**' where N is the maximal number of orbits of |M| under G(s), s G |M|^.
Proof. We view the attempted constructions of a substructure of M satisfying -ip = 3xVy3z -(i)(x,y,z) as reflected in the Herbrand expansion of ip as a family of trees, each with root some s G |M|^, nodes elements of |Ml, and such that for any node y its successors are exactly some z^,...,Zj^G |Ml such that MN-(J)(s,y,z^---zj .
A node y is terminal iff M1= Vz ({)(s,y,z). We must show that 3NGa):
(Vsg|M|^)(V tree with root s) some node of level at most N is terminal; this is exactly the 0 given in the supplement. is bounded by the number of orbits of |M| under G(s), for any s G |M|^.
• Theorems 2.5 and 2.7 only apply to very special quantifier prefixes.
Especially because of the similarity of the proofs, one would expect to find a common and more elegant generalization. Surprisingly, this does not seem to be the case. Theorems 2.5 and 2.7 seem to be the strongest possible of their type; this has been confirmed by the study of numerous examples arising in measurement theory [7] . We consider an example which demonstrates that the conclusion of the theorems does not in general hold for larger quanti fier prefixes.
Example. Let M be the structure <IR,j<,+>, in relational similarity to the distance to the barrier, and will produce a substructure in which the sentence (i|'-|j4'2) "'s false.
We conclude this section with a more radical but less constructive case of reduction to the universal theory of M. to "ordinal measurement" [6] .) It is a classical result that this theory is t<Q-categorical. In fact, S(M) contains all countable linear orders, so that Th(S(M)) is just the theory of linear order. (i) All V3-sentences.
(ii) All 3xVy-sentences.
This follows from (i) and (iii) above, by the analysis of orbit structure on <1R,£,+> given earlier; that analysis also shows that no stronger results can be obtained from Theorem 3.0 in this case. In fact we show below that the problem of deciding whether an 3x-|X2Vy-sentence belongs to Th(S(<IR,<,+>))
is Ilj-complete. Thus the complexity of this problem stands in no relationship to that of deciding Th(<lR,<.,+>). We first give an upper bound on the complexity of the theory of all substructures which applies to many cases of practical interest in measurement theory:
There is an effective many-one reduction of the set of sentences true in all substructures of M, to the set of all true n|-sentences of arithmetic.
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, we have that for any n-ary quantifier prefix The strongest known undecidability result is for the theory of S(<lR,j<,+>) in relational similarity type:
Theorem 3.3. Let a be the relational similarity type of <1R,£,+>.
Then Th(S(<IR,£,+>)) is a Ilj-complete set of sentences. In fact, the set E of a-sentences with quantifier prefix 3x-jX2Vy which are true in S(<IR,_<,+>) is Jlj-complete.
Proof (initial comments). By Theorem 3.2, Z and Th(S(<IR,£,+>))
are effectively reducible to the set of true n]-sentences of arithmetic.
Below we give an effective many-one reduction of the set of true n|-sentences of arithmetic to E. Some preliminary definitions and lemmas are needed.
Let p(x,y,z) denote the standard pairing relation on the natural numbers, i.e. p(x,y,z) z=x+-^(x+y)(x+y+l). We denote by N the struc ture <a),<,+,*,p>; call its similarity type t. A function a G is an R(x,y) recursive relation not involving a; equivalent on N to the original sentence. We can easily get an 3V-formula in the desired relational similarity type (t') for the recursive relation R (even an 3-formula, using the techniques of Matijasevic [8] , [3] ). Using the pairing relation, all the existential quantifiers except the first can be converted to universal quantifiers, giving the desired result.
• Lemma 3.5. For the formula (J)(x,y) and the system of definitions (9.1)- Remark. Because the interpreting formulas contain parameters, the structure S in the above is understood to be of similarity type expanded by these parameters. Alternatively, the parameters can be eliminated, as they are in fact definable. For this see the proof below of Theorem 3.3.
(I)(x,y) 3tabcdef{
&natu(x) 3y^y2y3 y^=x+e &y2 =x+d = Vzuv[u =2x &V=2y &z=u+v -9-Py(y-|yiz)] (13.1) =e^=def. Similar decision problems have rarely been studied in the literature.
One example is the undecidability of the theory of the subalgebras of <N,+>, due to McKenzie [9] . One could ask the analogous question for Th(S<IR,£,+>)
in the similarity type with + operation. Our construction above seems to depend strongly on consideration of substructures which are not subsemigroups.
This suggests that this theory might be more like that studied by McKenzie, i.e. r.e. nonrecursive rather than Jlj-complete.
